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INTRODUCTION Build Team’s case studies have been created to allow you to 
delve deeper into, and explore some of, our favourite projects so 
far. Through the updated 2022 Lookbook Collection, we hope to 
highlight individual projects and provide informative content for 
all of our prospective clients. 

Each case study presents a curated gallery with floorplans, 
sketches and images of the design details, alongside project 
information and the clients’ thoughts on their finished home, as 
well as their experience of working with Build Team.
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PROJECT PROFILE Build Team are proud to showcase our latest project, a contemporary home extension 
in N15. A striking extension where form follows function, and every element has been 
carefully considered within this open plan layout.

A closer look at our latest project reveals a contemporary space which maintains a sense 
of home and comfort. From carefully chosen storage solutions to a practical & stylish 
wine rack, this space is perfect for entertaining and relaxing as well as creating some 
delicious meals.

Extension Type:

Duration:

Budget:

Size:

Side Infill

16 Weeks

£69,000 + VAT

26SQM (extension only) 
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Before Build After Build
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FLOORPLAN

Ground Floor Side Infill Extension
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KEY FEATURES
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Maple Wood Floor:01

02

03

This herringbone wood flooring gives 
both style and contrast to the dark 
and grey tone throughout the kitchen.

Kitchen Island:

This island, is perfect for quick prep 
meals. And the marble, is a great 
match with the wooden finishes 
featured in this space.

Statement Lighting:
The ceiling lights add warmth and 
subtle style, against the matted finish 
of the kitchen cupboards.
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Patio Doors:
These classic patio doors, are the 
perfect fit for the given space. Framing 
the exterior of the house, and 
welcomes  you into the garden.

Statement Backsplash:

Velux Rooflights:

The light ceramic backsplash is a great 
constrast between light and dark 
features in the kitchen.

These welcome in additional light from 
above, which can be seen along side 
the extension into the corridor.
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T: 020 7495 6561 
E: hello@buildteam.com 

@buildteamldn

@buildteamldn

@BuildTeamLDN

@Build Team
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